Project Name:
Museum-quality Photography
Direct-Printed on Brushed Aluminum Panels

Specifications:
Size: 30"x30" to 48"x48"
Material: Brushed Aluminum DiBond
Printing: 6-color UV direct-printing plus Opaque White
Finishing: Rounded corners
Drill (4) holes
Quantity: 200+ images various quantities of each

Client’s Goals:
• The very best print quality available
• Modern, contemporary decor
• Brushed aluminum look-and-feel
• Extreme durability
• Unique eye-catching material

Why We Do It Better:
• Printed on 6-color UV flatbed press
• Opaque white ink under-color printing
• Simulated Hasselblad film border design
• Brushed aluminum finish DiBond material for the ultimate durability
• CNC router-cut rounded corners and drill holes for exact placement every time
• Supply stand-off mounting hardware for a complete turn-key solution

Stand-off mounting hardware is available in different colors and sizes